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By turns comic and tragic, Elif Shafak's The Flea Palace is an outstandingly original novel driven by an
overriding sense of social justice.

Bonbon Palace was once a stately apartment block in Istanbul. Now it is a sadly dilapidated home to ten
wildly different individuals and their families.

There's a womanizing, hard-drinking academic with a penchant for philosophy; a 'clean freak' and her lice-
ridden daughter; a lapsed Jew in search of true love; and a charmingly naïve mistress whose shadowy past
lurks in the building. When the garbage at Bonbon Palace is stolen, a mysterious sequence of events unfolds
that result in a soul-searching quest for truth.

"An enchanting combination of compassion and cruelty . . . Elif Shafak is the best author to come out of
Turkey in the last decade" - Orhan Pamuk

"Hyper-active and hilarious" - Independent

Elif Shafak is the acclaimed author of The Bastard of Istanbul and The Forty Rules of Love and is the most
widely read female novelist in Turkey. Her work has been translated into more than thirty languages. She is a
contributor for The Telegraph, Guardian and the New York Times and her TED talk on the politics of fiction
has received 500 000 viewers since July 2010. She is married with two children and divides her time
between Istanbul and London.
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From reader reviews:

Robert Arnett:

Information is provisions for those to get better life, information today can get by anyone with everywhere.
The information can be a understanding or any news even a huge concern. What people must be consider
whenever those information which is from the former life are difficult to be find than now is taking seriously
which one is suitable to believe or which one typically the resource are convinced. If you receive the
unstable resource then you understand it as your main information you will see huge disadvantage for you.
All of those possibilities will not happen within you if you take The Flea Palace as your daily resource
information.

Elena Sparrow:

The actual book The Flea Palace has a lot info on it. So when you check out this book you can get a lot of
benefit. The book was published by the very famous author. The writer makes some research previous to
write this book. This book very easy to read you can obtain the point easily after reading this article book.

Elizabeth Ramsey:

Playing with family in the park, coming to see the water world or hanging out with close friends is thing that
usually you could have done when you have spare time, and then why you don't try factor that really
opposite from that. One activity that make you not feeling tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller
coaster you are ride on and with addition info. Even you love The Flea Palace, it is possible to enjoy both. It
is good combination right, you still need to miss it? What kind of hang type is it? Oh occur its mind hangout
men. What? Still don't get it, oh come on its called reading friends.

Katie Broadnax:

Are you kind of occupied person, only have 10 or even 15 minute in your moment to upgrading your mind
ability or thinking skill actually analytical thinking? Then you are receiving problem with the book when
compared with can satisfy your short space of time to read it because this time you only find guide that need
more time to be examine. The Flea Palace can be your answer because it can be read by you actually who
have those short spare time problems.
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